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Warranty Policies

Warranty Statement

Miranda Technologies Inc. warrants that the equipment it manufactures shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for a peri-
od of two (2) years from the date of shipment from the factory. If equipment fails due to such defects, Miranda Technologies Inc. will, at its
option, repair or provide a replacement for the defective part or product.

Equipment that fails after the warranty period, has been operated or installed in a manner other than that specified by Miranda, or has been
subjected to abuse or modification, will be repaired for time and material charges at the Buyer’s expense.

All out-of-warranty repairs are warranted for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of shipment from the factory.

Miranda Technologies Inc. makes no other warranties, expressed or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise.
Miranda’s liability for any cause, including breach of contract, breach of warranty, or negligence, with respect to products sold by it, is limit-
ed to repair or replacement by Miranda, at its sole discretion.

In no event shall Miranda Technologies Inc. be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, including loss of profits.

Effective January 1, 1999

Warranty Exchange Policies     

Miranda Technologies Inc. warrants that the equipment it manufactures shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a peri-
od of two (2) years from the date of shipment from the factory. If equipment fails due to such defects, Miranda will provide repair of the failed
unit under the terms of the Miranda warranty.  

If the equipment has been proven to be defective on arrival, Miranda will ship a new product in exchange, usually within 36 hours of facto-
ry notification.

If the equipment to be repaired is essential and the customer so requests, Miranda will, at its option, provide a service replacement or loan-
er part or product, usually within 36 hours of factory notification, weekends and holidays excluded.

All warranty exchange or loaner parts or products shall be shipped to the Buyer with a packing list clearly describing the items and stating
the date of shipment. Repaired parts or products will be shipped to the Buyer with a similar packing list.

In the case of exchange, the defective products or parts must be returned to Miranda within fifteen (15) days from receipt by the customer
of the exchange product.  

In the case of a loaner, the loaned products or parts must be returned to Miranda within fifteen (15) days from receipt by the customer of
the repaired equipment.

If the equipment is not returned within fifteen (15) days, as described for either exchanges or loans, A Rental Invoice will be generated.
Rental terms will be fifteen (15) percent of the current list price of the products or parts per month or a fraction thereof.

Before returning the equipment to Miranda Technologies Inc., for any reason, the Buyer must first obtain a Return Authorization Number
from Miranda Technologies Inc.

Miranda Technologies Inc will pay freight and insurance charges for the delivery of the loaner or exchange products or parts. Freight and
insurance charges for the return of the defective product or part will also be paid by Miranda Technologies.

Out-Of-Warranty Repair Policy

Miranda will service out-of-warranty repairs using the following model:

Miranda will charge 10% of the current list price of the product, with a minimum charge of $100.
Products whose list price is under $100 will be replaced at a charge equal to current list prices.
In the case of obsolete products, the last published list price for the products will apply.
In the case of a product deemed beyond repair, the customer must purchase a new product at current retail prices.

All out-of-warranty repairs are warranted for a period of 90 days from the date of shipment from the factory.

Before returning the equipment to Miranda Technologies Inc., for any reason, the Buyer must first obtain a Return Authorization Number
from Miranda Technologies Inc.

The Buyer will pay freight and insurance charges for the return of the defective product or part to the manufacturer for repair. Miranda
Technologies will pay freight and insurance charges for the return of the repaired product or part to the Buyer. 

Out-Of Warranty Equipment Updates and Spare Parts Policy

Miranda Technologies will charge cost plus 20% of the parts costs and $40.00 shipping and handling for out-of-warranty equipment updates,
or the sales of spare parts.
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Safety Compliance

This equipment complies with:

- CSA C22.2 No. 1-94 / Standard for audio, video, and similar electronic equipment.
- UL No. 1419 / Standard for professional video and audio equipment.

An appropriately listed mains supply power cord with following characteristics must be used for the connection of
the equipment.

- Listed 3 pin grounding type
- 18/3 AWG, type SVT or SJT

- EN60065: 1993 (EN60065-1:1985/ A2:1989/ A3:1992) Part 1 /European Standard - Safety requirements for
mains operated and related apparatus for household and similar general use. 

Radio Frequency Interference and Immunity

This unit generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy.  If the unit is not properly installed and used in
accordance with this guide, it may cause interference with radio communications.  Operation with non-certified
peripheral devices is likely to result in interference with radio and television reception.  This equipment has been
tested and complies with the limits in accordance with the specifications in:

FCC Part 15, Subpart B
CE EN50081-1:1992
CE EN50082-1:1992.

How to contact us:

Head Office Europe

Miranda Technologies Inc. Miranda S.A.
2323, Halpern BP 87
St-Laurent  (Quebec) 93511 Montreuil Cedex
Canada  H4S 1S3 France

Tel.: 1 (514) 333-1772 Tel.: +33 (0) 1 55 86 87 88
Fax.: 1 (514) 333-9828 Fax.: +33 (0) 1 55 86 00 29

Toll free: 1-800-224-9828

www.miranda.com
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About this Manual

This Guide to Installation and Operation describes the Aquila, a high-definition upconverter that requires to be
installed into the Stellar housing frame to function.  Since this guide focuses on the operation of Aquila, refer to
the Stellar’s Guide to Installation and Operation for additional information regarding the housing frame.
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1   Aquila Upconverter

1.1   Introduction

The Aquila Upconverter provides conversion for 4:2:2 or NTSC/PAL sources to HD serial digital, and sup-
ports a large number of signal formats including 480p, 720p, 1035i, 1080i and 1080p.  

The Aquila uses advanced 3D adaptative de-interlacing and interpolation to maximize the quality of the
up-converted image.  Advanced motion and edge detection algorithms allow the interpolation filters to tune
themselves to image contents, resulting in optimal quality up-conversion with fewer artifacts.

The Aquila provides complete control over aspect ratio conversion.  Single-key access allows selection of
the common 4:3 to 16:9 aspect ratio: full anamorphic stretch, 4:3 with side panels, zoom to full width and
14:9.  A unique blend feature also allows custom aspect ratio conversion settings using three simple con-
trols: % side panels, % top and bottom crop and % anamorphic distortion.  These settings can be saved
as preset for fast recall through the control software or GPI contact closure.

Users can control Aquila from PC based software, hardware remote control panels, or both.  PCs and
remote control panels are connected to the Stellar housing frame using Ethernet, simplifying installation
and integration.

Housed into the Stellar 4RU frame, Aquila can be easily be upgraded in the field, allowing the addition of
input, processing and output options as they are required.

1.2   Features

- Serial 4:2:2 (SMPTE-259M-CD) input
- HD Serial Digital (1.485 Gbps) output
- Supports 480p, 720p, 1035i, 1080i and 1080p at 59.94 Hz
- Supports 720p, 576p,1080i and 1080p at 50 Hz
- Advanced 3D adaptative de-interlacing and interpolation
- Aspect ratio conversion with intuitive user interface
- PC-based control or 1RU remote control panel
- Modular architecture provides flexibility and expandability

Optional feature:
- HD Component analog video output
- HD Fiber optic and coax serial digital output
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Figure 1.1  Aquila Upconverter Functional Block Diagram
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2 Mechanical Installation

If you ordered Aquila Upconverter with the Stellar Housing Frame, it is likely to be already installed into
the frame.  If the Aquila was ordered separately, follow the instructions below.

2.1   Unpacking

Make sure the following items have been shipped with your Aquila.  If any of the following items are miss-
ing, contact your distributor or Miranda Technologies Inc.

-Aquila Upconverter Module Set, comprising of:
- IPC-101Fs De-Interlace Control
- IPF-112Fs De-Interlace Filter
- USC-203Fs Up-Scaler
- SSI-101Rs 4:2:2 Serial Digital Input
- HSO-301Rs HD Serial Digital Output

-This manual
-If ordered, any of the following optional module:

- HFO-301Rs HD Fiber Optic and Coax SDI output
- HCO-301Rs HD Component Analog Output module

2.2 Installation and removal the processing modules

Aquila is designed to be housed into a Stellar frame. The Stellar frame provides the controller module as
well as a power supply, shared by all the modules of the Aquila Upconverter. In its basic configuration,
there are three processing modules that require to be installed in the front bay of the Stellar frame: IPC-
101Fs, IPF-112Fs and USC-203Fs, and 2 input/output modules to be installed at the back of the frame:
SSI-101Rs and HSO-301Rs.  Although the location of the module set within the frame is not important, the
respective order of the four modules MUST always be as indicated in figure 2.1 due to the cascading pro-
cessing involved (see also figure 3.1 Rear Connectors of Basic Configuration).

Figure 2.1  Compartment location of the modules (Aquila modules are in black;  top view of Stellar frame)
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It is not necessary to switch off the power when installing or removing a front module into/from Stellar. 

Processing Module Installation
To install a processing module, follow these steps (refer to figure 2.2).

1. Remove the front panel door by pulling on the door handles and gently lowering it.

2. Remove the card retainer and select a compartment.

3. Carefully place the processing module between the module guides and slowly push the module 
towards the rear of the frame until the module's edge connector is secured to the connector on the 
motherboard. A light pressure to mate the connectors may be required. Pull lightly on the module veri-
fying that it does not move.  

4. Replace the card retainer.  

5. Replace the front panel door.  

Processing Module Removal
To remove a module, follow these steps.

1. Remove the front panel door by pulling on the door handles and gently lowering it.

2. Remove the card retainer

3. Locate the module you wish to remove.

4. Carefully lift the module ejector until the module is detached from the motherboard connector.  Slowly
pull out the module.

5. Replace the card retainer.  

6. Replace the front panel door.  

Figure 2.2  Installing a Processing Module
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2.3 Installation and removal of rear I/O interface modules

The rear i/o interface modules may be installed in any available compartment. It is not necessary to switch
off the power when installing or removing a rear i/o interface module into/from Stellar.

Rear I/O Interface Module Installation
To install a module, follow these steps (refer to figure 2.3).

1. Locate an empty compartment.

2.  Carefully place the rear module between the rear module guides and slowly push the module towards
the front until it rests against the rear panel. It may require a light pressure to compress the EMI gas-0
kets on both sides.

3. Using a flat edge screwdriver, secure the top and bottom screws to the frame.

Rear I/O Interface Module Removal
To remove a rear i/o interface module, follow these steps.

1. Locate the module you wish to remove.

2. Using a flat edge screwdriver, unscrew the top and bottom screws of the rear module until they clear 
the frame threads. These screws remain attached to the rear module.

3. Holding the screws, carefully pull out the rear module. The EMI gaskets on both sides may present a 
light initial resistance.

Figure 2.3  Installing a Rear I/O Module
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3 Electrical Installation

Aquila Module Set includes 2 rear i/o modules, the SSI-101Rs 4:2:2 Serial Digital Input module and the
HSO-301Rs HD Serial Digital Output module.  Additionally, 2 optional modules may also be installed:  the
HCO-301Rs HD Component Analog Video Output module and the HFO-301Rs HD Fiber Optic and Coax
Serial Digital Output. Please note that the Stellar frame comes with one pre-installed interface module
(CTL-101Ss Controller module);  refer to the Stellar Housing Frame manual (part# M138-9900-400) for
details about electrical installation for these modules. 

3.1 Rear Connectors - Basic Configuration

Figure 3.1  Basic Configuration - rear view of housing frame

3.1.1 SSI-101Rs Electrical Installation

4:2:2 IN - serial digital video input with active loop-through
Connect a 4:2:2 serial digital video source to 4:2:2 IN. The SSI-101Rs accepts a 4:2:2 serial digital video
signal in either 525 or 625-line format. This input must conform to the SMPTE 259M-C standard.  Make
sure the input 4:2:2 cable has a maximum length of 250 m (850’). The 4:2:2 serial digital loop through sig-
nal is provided by the BNC labeled LOOP. This is an active loop through and does not require termination
when it is not in use.

Two LEDs indicate the status of the signal and the status of the module. Refer to section 5.3 Input/Output
and Module Status Monitoring for description of error and EDH status on the input signal and status of the
module.

Make sure that all serial digital video connections are point-to-point. For instance, there must be a point-
to-point connection between the 4:2:2 IN BNC and the source equipment. If a T-connector is used to con-
nect other equipment, the maximum specified cable length is no longer valid.

2   Overview
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3.1.2 HSO-301Rs Electrical Installation

HD-SDI Out - high definition serial digital video output (4)
Connect destination equipment to the output BNCs labeled HD-SDI Out. Up to 4 outputs may be used.
The output formats are user-selectable through the control software or remote control panel.  Outputs con-
form to SMPTE-292M (1.485 Gbps, 1.485/1.001).  Two LEDs indicate the status of the signal and the sta-
tus of the module.   Refer to section 5.3 Input/Output and Module Status Monitoring for description of error
and EDH status on the input signal and status of the module.

3.2 Rear Connectors - Optional Configuration

Figure 3.2  Optional Configuration - rear view of housing frame

3.2.1 HFO-301Rs HD Fiber Optic and Coax Serial Digital Output Module (optional)

HD SDI Out- high definition serial digital video output (4 BNC, 1 Fiber Optic)
Connect destination equipment to the output BNCs and to the SC/PC connector labeled HD-SDI Out. Up
to 4 outputs may be used. The output formats are user-selectable through the control software or remote
control panel.  Outputs conform to SMPTE-292M (1.485 Gbps, 1.485/1.001).  Two LEDs indicate the sta-
tus of the signal and the status of the module.  Refer to section 5.3 Input/Output and Module Status
Monitoring for description of error and EDH status on the output signal and status of the module.

3.2.2 HCO-301Rs HD Component Analog Output Module (optional)

CS Out, R/Pr Out, B/Pb Out and G/Y Out - high definition component analog video output (2) (RGBS or
YPbPrS)
Connect destination equipment requiring HD RGBS or HD YPbPrS formats to the output BNCs labeled
G/Y Out, B/Pb Out, R/Pr Out and CS Out.  Only one of these formats may be used at a time - select the
desired format through the control software or remote control panel.  Two LEDs indicate the status of the
signal and the status of the module.  Refer to section 5.3 Input/Output and Module Status Monitoring for
description of error and EDH status on the output signal and status of the module.
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4  Software Installation

The Aquila Upconverter uses Ethernet to communicate with the control station, be it a PC or a remote con-
trol panels.  Ethernet allows the Stellar frame, which is capable of housing up to 3 Aquila Upconverters,
to appear on a network as a server; similarly, several Stellars can be connected to the network as each
one has a unique IP address. Users have access to the Stellar frame to control inputs and outputs, and to
Aquila to control every aspect of the upconversion process using a powerful and intuitive software.  As this
software operates under Java™, it requires the Java Runtime Environment for Windows 98/NT™ to run.
Before installing the Aquila-SMS System Management Software, you will need to install the Java Runtime
environment that is included on the installation CD-ROM.  

Required hardware:
- PC-compatible (Pentium II recommended) running Windows 95/98/NT 4.0™ or later
- 32 MB of RAM minimum (64 MB recommended)
- Ethernet port (TCP/IP protocol)
- CD-ROM drive (or access to a CD-ROM over a network) for software installation
- At least 5MB free hard disk space for installation
- VGA or higher resolution display adapter and monitor (256 color at 600 x 800 or higher recom-

mended)
- A mouse or pointing device

Before installing the Aquila-SMS software, it is recommended that you have previously installed and pow-
ered up the frame and that it is properly connected to an Ethernet network.  Refer to section 4.2 Controller
CTL-101Ss Electrical Installation for more information.

1- The Aquila-SMS software runs on Java.  Therefore you need to install the Java Runtime 
Environment (JRE) prior to installing the Aquila-SMS software:
- Insert the CD-ROM in the computer. If the Aquila-SMS CD window has not appeared, find the My 

Computer icon on your desktop and double-click on it; double-click on the CD drive icon to open the 
Aquila-SMS CD window.

- Double-clicking on the JRE installer file (jre117b-win32.exe) and follow instructions on-screen.

2- Once JRE has been successfully installed, proceed with the Aquila-SMS software:
- Double-click on the Aquila-SMS installer file (install.exe) and follow instructions on-screen.

Note: - the installer program will suggest a location on your hard drive for the Aquila-SMS folder.
If you wish another location, enter a new path in the edit box.

- when prompted to select a “Java Virtual Machine”, select the JRE (Java Runtime 
Environment), that you just installed. Aquila-SMS will not work properly with any Java 
other than JRE 1.17.

The installer has created an Aquila folder in the Program Files folder, installed the Aquila-SMS software
and libraries in it, and has put a shortcut in the Programs section of the Start menu on the taskbar. 
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5  Operation

5.1  Aquila Upconversion Concept

The Aquila Upconverter, combined with the Stellar housing frame, is an integrated system designed to
offer optimal results and in-the-field upgradability. The modular architecture of Aquila is based on
Miranda’s patented third generation de-interlacing and upscaling technology, offering an image quality that
matches the requirements of an ever-evolving HD technology.

In its basic configuration, Aquila’s upconverted images are the results of a cascading conversion process
involving 3D adaptative de-interlacing, aspect ratio conversion, and H and V upscaling.

A 4:2:2 input signal is fed and checked for errors. The input video signal is de-interlaced; advanced motion
and edge detection algorithms allow  the interpolation filters to tune themselves to image content, result-
ing to optimal quality upconversion with fewer artifacts. The interpolation filter apertures are adapted on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. Aspect ration conversion is applied (total control of all sides of the image is provided
and favorite settings can be saved as presets for fast access) and signal processing is completed by H
and V up-scaling. The resulting HD signal is output in SDI format (optional modules output signal through
fiber optic or in CAV format).

Control of these operations is provided by the Aquila-SMS System Management Software; the next sec-
tion details how to access them and explains the features and settings.
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5.2  Aquila-SMS System Management Software

The Stellar control software is a workspace where each Stellar frames appears as a server, and each
Aquila Upconverter appears as a group housed into the frame.  The software uses a tree hierarchy to orga-
nize the different parameters;  upconversion parameters are displayed in a separate window using visual
cues, while processing and I/O errors are reported in another window. The figure below illustrates the
Aquila-SMS software workspace.

To start the Aquila-SMS software and begin configuring your Stellar frame and Aquila Upconverter, do the
following:

1- Go into Program Files section of the Start menu and choose Aquila-SMS.  This will launch the software.

Figure 5.1  Aquila-SMS software workspace
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The menu bar includes the following items:  Connection, Errors, Customize and Help.

Figure 5.2  Aquila-SMS Menu Items

The Connection menu item contains the Open Connection and Close Connection commands.  These
commands allow to open and close connections to Stellar frames, in order to control both frame and pro-
cessing functions parameters. 

The Errors menu item allows to display or not the error pane at the bottom of the Aquila-SMS software
workspace, and to control the number and type of errors displayed. The Error Buffer can be set to contain
200, 500 or 1000 error messages;  when the buffer capacity has been reached, each new error will delete
one on top of the list. Error Filter allows to choose to display Errors, Warning or Information messages.
Delete All will erase the content of the error buffer, while Save As will save a text file containing all errors
displayed.

Customize allows to Save Properties on Exit, which will save all parameter settings and load them on next
software launch.

Help contains only an About... box for the moment;  an on-line help will be available in future version of
the software.

5.2.1 Logging on to the Stellar Frame

Once the unit is powered on and the Aquila-SMS software is launched, you can log on to the Stellar frame.

1- Click on Connection of the top menu bar, select Open. A dialog box opens, asking for the address of 
a Stellar frame (figure 6.2). Enter the IP address or the host name (if the Stellar is connected to a net-
work with a DNS server) of the Stellar frame you wish to access. For convenience, all Stellar frames 
are factory set to the default IP address 192.168.100.87. To change this address, refer to section 6.4.5 
Network Parameters. If the IP address has been changed and you don’t know the new address, you 
can restart the Stellar frame after launching the Aquila-SMS software. The frame will initiate the logging
procedure and its IP address will appear in the Close connection dialog box.  

Figure 5.3  Open Connection Dialog box
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2- In the tree listings on the left side, a Stellar folder appears underneath My Connection indicating that 
you have logged on to a Stellar frame.  By double-clicking on the Stellar folder, you can see all the
functions installed (such as an Aquila Upconverter) and access all the parameters of that frame. 

5.2.2  Frame parameters

All Stellar frame parameters are listed under the Frame Parameters folder .  A click on the Parameter
name or icon will display its current status in the parameter window.

MAC Address
The MAC (Media Access Control) Address is a unique hardware address that identifies each node on a
network;  cliking on the folder icon displays the Stellar’s MAC address, which also appears on a label on
the CTL-101Ss module at the rear.

Hardware Version
The hardware version is displayed in the parameter window. 

Software Version
The software version is displayed in the parameter window. 

GPI Inputs and Output (not supported in this version of the software)
Operation of the General Purpose Interface inputs and outputs depends on processing functions installed.
For example, the Aquila Upconverter uses GPI inputs to select one of 4 aspect ratio presets.  GPI inputs
can be initiated by any GPI-capable equipment: in this example whenever a source signal requires a spe-
cific aspect ratio conversion to be displayed in HDTV format.  A GPI output can be sent to trigger a cor-
responding action, such as a graticule change on a monitor. 

The GPI Inputs window allows to monitor the GPI inputs activated.  GPI Outputs window allows to enable
the GPI outputs; click the checkbox to enable each output (GPO 1, GPO 2, GPO 3 and GPO 4).  Refer to
the Stellar Guide to Installation and Operation for more information about GPI connector pinout and pro-
cessing.

Frame Temperature
This parameter window gives a temperature reading of the inside of the frame, in ºcelsius.

Leftside and Rightside Power Supply
These parameter windows allow monitoring of the power supplies.  The status of each power supplies is
displayed by the graphic LED and a status message is displayed (figure 5.4):

Green: Left Power Supply is OK  (in the case of the left power supply)
(all DC outputs are at least at 80% of nominal voltage)

Red: -At least one voltage signal has failed or has dropped below 80%.
-Right Power Supply not present
(Right power supply has not been installed in the frame)

Figure 5.4  Power Supply status window
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5.2.3 Function Parameters

Housed within the Stellar frame, an Aquila Upconverter is called a Function.  There might be more than
one Aquila Upconverter installed into a Stellar frame; each Aquila installed appears when double-clicking
on the Stellar folder.  You might notice that each Aquila in the tree listing has a small icon representing a
LED that indicates the global status of the Aquila (figure 5.5).  A green LED indicates that the upconvert-
er is working properly, while a red LED signals the presence of an error.

Figure 5.5 Global Status LED Icon

To access the Aquila parameters, do the following:

1- Open the Groups folder and click on the Aquila group you wish to control.
2- After a few seconds, the Aquila parameters window appears (figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6 Aquila Upconverter Parameters Window
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The top section of the Aquila parameters window are the Input and Output parameters monitoring window,
that displays input format and output format and aspect ratio.  There is also a Colorbar checkbox;  check-
ing that box will send a colorbar on the upconverted output.

ARC Parameters Settings
Clicking on the ARC tab invoke the Aspect Ratio Conversion parameters settings (figure 5.7).  As the con-
ventional video image has an aspect of 4:3, converting it to fit a 16:9 display device requires total control
of the aspect ratio parameters in order to adapt different source material.  

Figure 5.7  ARC Parameters Settings

The Aquila-SMS software offers 4 system presets: Anamorphisme, Side Panels, Crop 25% and 14:9.  

As shown in figure 5.8, Anamorphisme basically stretches the original 4:3 image so that it completely fills
the 16:9 image space, effectively deforming shapes as demonstrated by the circle now becoming oval.

Side Panels (also called Pillarbox) retains the original 4:3 aspect ratio into the 16:9 image space, thereby
leaving 2 unused bands on each side of the image.

Crop 25% enlarges the original image so that its width fills completely the 16:9 image space; its height,
too large to display completely, is cropped.  About 25% of the image height is lost.

The 14:9 preset offers a compromise between the last two presets, as the converted image is wider than
the Side Panels aspect ratio, but it also crops the image vertically, although much less than the Crop 25%
aspect ratio. 
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Figure 5.8  16:9 Preview of Preset Aspect Ratio 

The Aspect Ratio Controls provides an additional means to control the way the original 4:3 image fits into
the 16:9 image space.  Using any of the 4 presets as a starting point, the user can control the percentage
of Side Panels, Crop and Anamorphisme distortion to obtain any aspect ration in-between presets.
Note that clicking on a lock icon will effectively lock that value.  As an example, clicking on the Crop lock
will lock that given crop percentage value;  any change in the Side Panels field will results in a stretched
image, as reflected by proportional increases in the Anamorphisme value field.

Side Panels: controls the horizontal size of the side panels. The size of the panels varies from 0% to 
25% of the 16:9 image space width. At the same time, the 4:3 monitoring window reflects 
the active image portion that will be displayed in the 16:9 image space.

Crop: controls the vertical size of the image. This affects the width of the image, which will 
increases proportionally until the 25% maximum value is reached. Note that the position 
of the active portion of the image can be further adjusted by the Tilt parameter.

Anamorphisme:controls the percentage of stretch of the original 4:3 image to fit the 16:9 image space. 
Note that stretching the image more than 6% will produce a red circle shape in the 16:9 
preview window, to indicate that shape deformation will become noticeable beyond this 
point.

Tilt: controls the vertical position of the active image portion of the original 4:3 image that will
be displayed in the 16:9 image space. The Center checkbox ensures that the active 
image portion is always centered; if unchecked, the image can be vertically repositioned, 
by line increments.

Saving User Presets
Once the desired aspect ratio is achieved, it can be saved by clicking on the Save to User Preset button.
A box appears, showing a tree listing of user presets;  double-clicking on any of the presets will allow to
change its name.  Once saved, it will appear on one of the 4 preset buttons at the right.  Up to 4 presets
can be saved this way.  Any preset saved previously can be modified by depressing its corresponding but-
ton, entering the modifications through Aspect Ratio Controls and saved under the same name.

Anamorphic Aspect Ratio Side Bars Aspect Ratio

Crop 25% Aspect Ratio 14:9 Aspect Ratio



DVE Parameters Settings 
Clicking on the DVE tab invoke the Digital Video Effects parameters settings (figure 5.9); the lower part of
this pane retains the System Preset and User Preset section. Three settings provide additional means to
control the displayed image within the 16:9 image space, and can be saved to User Presets.

Figure 5.9  DVE Parameters Settings

Resizing: controls the display size of the image, by changing the pixel (width) or line (height) values.
The value range vary according to the type of input and output selected. This resizing is
always proportional; it will not affect the aspect ratio of the image.

Positioning: controls the position of the displayed image within the 16:9 image space. The position 
can be changed by either clicking on the directional arrows or by entering a pixel value for
the x (horizontal) position and a line value for the y (vertical) position; the top left corner 
value are x=0 and y=0. To center the image click on the center image button.

When the desired image size and position are achieved, they can be saved to User Presets as described
above.

Output Parameters Settings 
Clicking on the Output tab invokes the output parameter settings (figure 5.10 and 5.11).  

Output Format
The Output Format box section to choose between different output formats. Figure 5.10 illustrates the
Output Format choices for a 525/59.94 Hz input signal and figure 5.11 for a 625/60 Hz input signal.

Note:  The Aquila supports the new 720x576p/50 and 720x480p/60 formats adopted by NDS.  The
720x576p/50 is mapped into the 1280x720p/50;  the 720x480p/60 is mapped into the 1920x1080i/60.
Since these formats are transport standards (not for monitoring purpose), all ARC and DVE parameters
are disabled for these output formats.  The output has a valid aspect ratio only on the HD serial output.
When using the component output of the HCO-301Rs optional module (see section 3.2.2), the aspect ratio
is not respected.
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Output Clock
The Output Clock allows to reference the output signal to the Input Signal or to genlock it to an External
Reference signal (this last feature has not been implemented in this version of the software).

Figure 5.10  Output Parameters Settings - 525/59.94 Hz

Figure 5.11 Output Parameters Settings - 625/50 Hz

Advanced Parameters Settings
Clicking on the Advanced tab invokes the advanced parameters settings (figure 5.12). These settings
allow the user to enable or disable certain advanced processing functions of the Aquila upconverter.

Line 21 Blanking
Click on this box to blank line 21 of the SDI output.

Motion Detector
When activated, the Motion Detector features a pixel detection of motion and de-interlace the image using
a more appropriate filter to remove vertical flicker, resulting in a higher vertical resolution of the upcon-
verted image.
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Click on this checkbox to activate the Motion Detector.

Edge Detector
When activated, the Edge Detector de-interlaces the image using sophisticated edge adaptative filters
resulting in a higher quality upconverted image, with much less jagged diagonal lines.

Film Mode Detector
When enabled, this feature will automatically detect the presence of film material on the serial digital video
input.  When detected, the signal is processed to eliminate the visual artifacts caused by the film to video con-
version.  Otherwise, this option has no effect when the input is native video material.

Figure 5.12 Advanced Parameters Settings

DAC Output Parameter Settings (Optional)
Clicking on the DAC Output tab invokes the CAV analog output parameters settings (figure 5.13). These
parameters control the output of the optional HCO0301Rs HD Analog Component Output module.

Figure 5.13 DAC Output Parameters Settings
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Standard
Click on one of the radio buttons to configure the output to be either YPbPr or GBR.

Sync Type
Click on one of the radio buttons to configure output sync to either Bi-level or Tri-level.

Y/G, Pb/B, Pr/R Gain
Gain on each of the component outputs can be set in mV increments.

Y/G, Pb/B, Pr/R Offset
Offset on each of the component outputs can be set in mV increments.

Status Parameter
Clicking on the Status tab invokes the status parameters (figure 5.14). These parameters display the sta-
tus of the input signal, the signal processing and the output signal.

Figure 5.14 Status Parameters 

Input Format
The Input Format box displays information about the input signal format:  Data Rate, Line Format, Aspect
Ratio and Scan Type.

Input, De-Interlacing, Scaling, Digital Output (optional:  Analog Output)
The status of the signal throughout the processing stages is displayed in this section  A brief message over
a red background indicates if the signal is valid or if a problem occurred. Because of the nature of the cas-
caded processing, a lower level error will induce an error at each subsequent levels;  as an example, an
input signal error will induce errors at all other levels.

5.2.4  Network Parameters

The Aquila-SMS software provides advanced controls over some network functions:
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Note:  Analog Output status appears only
when a component analog output module
(HCO-301Rs) is installed



IP Address and Network Mask
Under this parameter you can assign a new address to a Stellar frame. When several Stellar frames are
connected to a network, all their addresses will appear here. If you wish to change a Stellar’s IP address,
follow the steps below.

Step 1:  Preparation

- Using the supplied crossover cable, connect a PC computer, on which the Aquila-SMS software has 
been installed, to the Stellar frame. The PC computer must be operating under Windows NT™ 4.0 or 
later and have a Ethernet card and the TCP/IP protocol installed (you should have the TCP/IP protocol 
selected in the Protocol stack in the Start!Settings!Control Panels!Network control panel).

- Turn the Stellar on if it is not already; you should see the green LED blinking next to the Ethernet con-
nector on the CTL-101Ss module (see figure 4.2), indicating that the unit is trying to communicate with 
the network.

Step 2:  Configure your stand-alone PC to communicate with Stellar

- In the Start!Settings!Control Panels!Network control panel, click on the Protocol tab and click on 
Properties to display the properties for the TCP/IP protocol.  Your computer’s IP address and subnet 
mask will be displayed;  note them on a piece of paper as you will change them temporarily.

- Set your computer’s IP to 192.168.100.100 and the subnet mask to 255.255.255.0.

- Reboot your computer.

- Launch the Aquila-SMS application and open the connection at 192.168.100.87.  This is the factory IP
address for all Stellars.

Step 3:  Reconfiguring the Stellar for your network

- In the Aquila-SMS environment, go to the tree listing of parameters and expand Network    
Parameters; expand IP address and Network mask parameter (see figure 6.5 below). The first number 
that appears is the IP address and the next one is the subnet mask.

- Click on the IP address. In the parameter window that opens up on the right-hand side, enter a valid 
IP address for your network; this address must not be in use on your network. Consult the network 
administrator if you are not sure about this.  

Example:  If your computer’s IP address was 128.231.23x.xx, the address that you assign to
the Stellar must begin with 128.231.23 to be valid.

Press the Enter key to validate the adress.

Warning:  make sure that you correctly type in the new IP address and write it down somewhere,
otherwise you may not be able to communicate with the unit.

- Next change the subnet mask.  Usually 255.255.255.0 is already the one for your network;  if not, click
on the Network Address and change it for your network.  Press the Enter key to validate the adress.

- Restart the Stellar unit.

- Change your computer’s IP address and subnet mask to what they were before (in Properties for the 
TCP/IP protocol in the Protocol stack).
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- Reboot your computer.  

- Launch the Aquila-SMS application and connect to the frame using the IP address you just entered.  If
everything has been set properly, you should be able to log on to the Aquila using this new address.

Step 4:  Connecting the Stellar unit to your network

- Unplug the crossover cable on the Stellar and plug in a regular network cable connected to your net-
work.  Plug your computer back on the network.

- Restart the computer and the Stellar.  All computers on the network will now have access to the Stellar.

SNMP TRAP Address
The Stellar and Aquila use SNMP traps to send parameter changes and error messages to the control
software. Any stations running the Aquila-SMS software can be set to receive these traps. By default, the
Aquila-SMS software is configured to broadcast these traps across the network, by using IP address
255.255.255.255, so that all stations running the Aquila-SMS software can keep track of changes.
Although broadcasting at large is fine for direct Stellar-to-PC communication or for a small network, it may
not be ideal for complex network.  To configure the Stellar frame to send traps only to stations running the
Aquila-SMS software software, enter their IP addresses one by one by clicking on an address in the IP
Address list and entering the target address in the parameter window.  Note that the Trap List Capacity
must be set to reflect the actual number of trap addresses listed.  In Figure 5.13, the parameters shows
that two stations are running the control software (Trap List Capacity indicates 2) and their IP addresses
appears underneath.  

Figure 5.13  SNMP Traps Parameters Settings
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5.3 Input/Output and Module Status Monitoring 

Each rear module provides locally signal presence and error detection (EDH) reporting on the input/out-
put signal and module status monitoring. Detailed EDH reporting is listed in the Error Reporting Pane of
the Stellar control software workspace (see figure 5.1 Aquila-SMS Software Workspace). The Module
Status LED is always located on top of the rear bracket, below the module’s identification. The Signal
Status LED is typically located near the signal’s connector.

Figure 5.5  Typical LEDs Location on Rear Module

The following lists the possible signal status situations:

Green: Indicates that the module has detected a valid signal.

Yellow: In the case of an input module, indicates that the module has detected a unvalid input sig-
nal. This may occur briefly before the card locks on to the signal;  it it stays yellow, signal 
may be too weak or noisy.

Red: Indicates that there is no signal present.

The following lists the possible module status situations:

Green: Indicates that the module is working properly.

Red: Indicates a program error with the module.
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6  Specifications

Digital Input

4:2:2: SMPTE 259M-C (270Mbps) with active loop-through
Cable length: 250 m (850') (Belden 8281)
Return loss: >15 dB up to 360 MHz

Output format

720p/59.94: 1280Hx720v, 60/30/24 frames per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-296M 

720p/50/25: 1280Hx720v, 50/25 frames per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-296M

1035i/59.94: 1920Hx1035v, 60 fields per seconds, interlaced scan, SMPTE-260M

1080i/59.94: 1920Hx1080v, 60 fields per seconds, interlaced scan, SMPTE-274M

1080i/50: 1920Hx1080v, 50 fields per seconds, interlaced scan, SMPTE-274M and 295M

1080p/30: 1920Hx1080v, 30 frames per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-274M

1080p/25: 1920Hx1080v, 25 frames per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-274M

576p/50: 1280Hx720v, 50 fields per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-292M (transport 
only, as per NDS proposed standard)

480p/59.94: 720Hx485v, 60 frames per seconds, progressive scan, SMPTE-292M (transport 
only, as per NDS proposed standard)

HD SDI Coaxial Output

Signal (4): HD-SDI Coax
SMPTE 292M  (1.485Gbps, 1.485/1.001 Gbps)

Return loss: >15 dB up to 1.5GHz

HD SDI Fiber /Coaxial Output (optional)

Signal (5): HD-SDI Fiber (1)
HD-SDI Coax (4)
SMPTE 292M  (1,485Gbps, 1,485/1.001 Gbps)

Optical Power: -7.5 dBm maximum
Wavelength: 1310 nm
Connector: SC/PC (fiber), BNC (coax)

HD Component Analog Output (optional)

Signal: G, B, R, Sync
Y, Pb, Pr, Sync
user selectable



Sync: Bi-level 0.3 Vp-p,
Tri-level 0.7 Vp-p
user selectable

Quantization: 10 bits
Sampling: Y/G/B/R 74.25 MHz
Sampling: Y/G/B/R 74.25 MHz

G/Pb/Pr 37.125 MHz
Sync: 2 Vpp/4 Vpp composite sync
Return loss: >35 dB up to 5 MHz

Processing Performance

De-interlacing/Interpolation:
3D Adaptative

Signal Path: 10 bits
Processing Delay: Two fields maximum
Power: 70 W
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